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This paper highlights some of the difficulties that translators face in their attempts to render a culture
bound terms as accurately as possible from its source text. The task is very complex, and the limits of 
such work are certainly a challenge as a translator tries to be faithful to the source text, to handle cross
cultural concepts, and to construct a correct version in the target language. Although target texts can 
only be an approximate version of the source text, and although there are insurmountable restrictions on 
literary translation, the latter continues to enrich the universal culture of peace. Some translators believe 
that the reader should be involved in the process of learning, should cooperate with the translation and 
be creative. He / she is able to think out the meaning himself and get acquainted with a new culture, to 
catch its “original color” or “taste”. The purpose of the translator is to promote a better understanding 
of the cultural heritage. He / she seeks to guide and stimulate readers to discover another world, so that 
they can interpret and, in their own way, appreciate the differences.

Materials of the article can be useful to every researcher who deals with issues of translation and 
accurate transmission of cultural terms.
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Ту фик М.
фи ло со фия док то ры, орыс ті лі жә не әде биеті нің про фес со ры,

Әлеу мет тік жә не гумa нитaрлық ғы лымдaр фaкуль те ті,
Хaссaн II уни вер си те ті – Мохaмме дия – Мaрок ко

еmail: mariatoufiq@hotmail.com

Араб-ағыл шын көр кем ау дар мадағы мәде ни-шар тты тер мин дер

Мaқaлaдa aудaрмaшылaрғa бел гі лі бір мә де ниет ке қaтыс ты тер мин дер ді бaстaпқы мә тін
нен aудaрылaтын мә тін ге бaрыншa нaқты жет кі зу бaры сындa кез де се тін қиын дықтaр қaрaсты
рылaды. Мін дет тің aуыр лы ғы мен қaтaр, aудaрмaшы бaстaпқы мә тін де гі мә де ниетaрaлық кон
цеп циялaрды өң деп, оның aудaрмa мә ті нін де гі нұсқaсын жет кі зу ге ұм тылaтындықтaн бұл сын ды 
жұ мыс тың шек те рі нің өзі проб лемa бо лып тaбылaды. Екін ші мә тін бaстaпқы мә тін нің оғaн тек 
бaрыншa жaқындaтылғaн нұсқaсы ғaнa болсa дa, әрі әде би aудaрмaғa шек теу лер қойылсa дa, 
әде би aудaрмa әлем нің жaнжaқты кaртинaсын үне мі бaйы тып отырaды. Кей бір aудaрмaшылaр 
оқырмaн тaным про це сі не енуі, aудaрмaғa өзі де қaты суы жә не шығaрмaшы лық із де ніс тaны туы 
қaжет деп сaнaйды. Ол, яғ ни оқырмaн мaғынaны өзі то лық ты рып, жaңa мә де ниет пен тaны суғa, 
«түп нұсқa рең кі» мен «дә мін» бaйқaуғa қaбі лет ті. Аудaрмaшы ның мaқсaты – мә де ни мұрaны же тік 
тү сі ну ге бaрыншa ықпaл ету. Ол оқырмaнды бaсқa әлем ді aшуғa бaғыттaп, оны өз бе тін ше ин те р 
п ретaциялaп, кей де олaрдың ерек ше лік те рін бaғaлaуғa ынтaлaндырaды. Мaқaлaның мaте риaлы 
мә де ни сaлa тер мин де рін aудaру мен жә не то лық жет кі зу мен aйнaлысaтын зерт теу ші лер үшін 
пaйдaлы болaды. 

тү йін  сөз дер: тұспaлды aудaрмa, мә де ни тер мин дер, бaстaпқы мә тін, aудaрмa мә тін, нaқты лық.
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Куль турно-обус лов лен ные тер ми ны в aрaбс ко-aнг лийс ком ли терaтурном пе ре во де

В этой стaтье ос вещaют ся не ко то рые труд нос ти, с ко то ры ми стaлкивaют ся пе ре вод чи ки в 
своих по пыткaх мaксимaльно точ но пе редaть тер ми ны, связaнные с куль ту рой, из ис ход но го 
текстa в це ле вой текст. Зaдaчa очень сложнaя, и грa ни цы тaкой рaбо ты, бе зус лов но, яв ляют ся 
проб ле мой, пос кольку пе ре вод чик стaрaет ся быть вер ным ис ход но му текс ту, обрaбaтывaть меж
куль тур ные кон цеп ции и создaвaть прaвиль ную вер сию нa це ле вом язы ке. Хо тя це ле вые текс ты 
мо гут быть толь ко приб ли зи тель ной вер сией ис ход но го текстa, и хо тя су ще ст вуют неп реодо ли
мые огрa ни че ния, нaклaдывaемые нa ли терaтурный пе ре вод, пос лед ний про должaет обогaщaть 
уни версaльную куль ту ру мирa. Не ко то рые пе ре вод чи ки полaгaют, что читaтель дол жен быть вов
ле чен в про цесс познa ния, дол жен сот руд ничaть с пе ре во дом и прояв лять твор чес кую ин тен цию. 
Он спо со бен сaм до ду мывaть смысл и знaко мить ся с но вой куль ту рой, улaвливaть ее «ори гинaль
ный цвет» или «вкус». Цель пе ре вод чикa – спо со бст вовaть луч ше му по нимa нию куль турно го 
нaсле дия. Он ст ре мит ся нaпрaвлять и сти му ли ровaть читaте лей к отк ры тию дру го го мирa, что бы 
они мог ли посвоему ин те рп ре ти ровaть и, воз мож но, оце нить рaзли чия.

Мaте риaлы стaтьи мо гут быть по лез ны кaждо му исс ле довaте лю, ко то рый зa нимaет ся воп
росaми пе ре водa и точ ной пе редaчи тер ми нов куль турной сфе ры.

Клю че вые словa: приб ли зи тель ный пе ре вод, куль турные тер ми ны, ис ход ный текст, це ле вой 
текст, точ ность.

Introduction

 Mailhac (1996) defines a culture-bound concept 
as “any reference to a cultural entity which, because 
of its distance from the target culture is characterised 
by a sufficient degree of opacity from the point of 
view of the target reader to constitute a translation 
problem.” Therefore, the culture-bound concepts are 
specific to the source culture, not to the target culture. 

Although translating literary texts requires a 
native-like control of both the source and target lan-
guages and a full understanding of the historical and 
cultural background of the original text, translation 
will always be an approximation. It has been gener-
ally acknowledged that “as rigorous as a translation 
of a literary work may be, it will always result in a 
more or less successful approximation to the origi-
nal and it can never have the precision of a mathe-
matical operation” (Traore, 2005). A language is not 
always flexible enough to convey the richness of the 
original text and cannot always go beyond the limits 
it may encounter. 

Many linguists and anthropologists, such as 
Lyons and Woolfson, refer to the Whorf-Sapir hy-
pothesis to examine the close relationship between 
language and culture. They have found, for ex-
ample, that languages differ in terms of structures 
and vocabulary items. Whorf’s often-cited example 
on “snow” in Inuit as well as other examples from 
American Indian languages show that some specific 
concepts are more or less available than in English 
or another language (Woolfson, 1981). 

Experiments have revealed that the vocabulary 
items answer the people’s needs in their particular 
environment, and that their perception and memory 
are affected by the availability of appropriate words 
and expressions. People tend to notice and remem-
ber things that are more easily codified in their lan-
guage. Stafford points out that the experiments do 
not imply that the concepts cannot be understood, 
expressed or translated in other languages. Linguis-
tic forms may differ, but the essential messages get 
across. She claims that “When all people realize that 
no matter which language you speak or which cul-
tural norms you are used to, everyone is capable of 
intellectual thoughts, poetic visions, technical jar-
gon and personal feelings according to their own ex-
periences, the world will be a much smaller place.” 
Cross-cultural and even mass global communication 
is possible, and many books have been quite suc-
cessfully translated beyond their initial language of 
composition (Stafford, 2013).  

Methods 
The article uses methods of discursive analysis 

of the main features of literary texts in Arabic as an 
object of translation activity and embodiment of a 
specific culture, defines the main difference between 
translation of a literary text and other types of trans-
lation. 

It also discusses the main criteria and methods 
of literary translation from Arabic into English, and 
explores the role of the translator in shaping the out-
look of foreign readers.
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Main body
In the process of translating, one may expect to 

find problems in the source text due to the fact that it 
is deeply rooted in culture. Therefore, the translator 
needs to be not only “bilingual” but also “bicultural” 
(Lyons, 1996), and should possess great sensitivity 
to differences between source and target cultures. 
Translation is not an activity that depends on a 
word-for-word transfer; rather, it emphasizes words 
that are textually and culturally bound. Such consid-
erations have been discussed previously in a number 
of works on the issue of translating literary works 
from Arabic to English, such as Najah Shamaa’s A 
Linguistic Analysis of some Problems of Arabic to 
English Translation (1979), and Said Faiq’s Cultural 
Encounters in Translation from Arabic (2004). 

We agree with the Russian researcher Timko 
that culture “as a system of beliefs, value orienta-
tions, communication strategies and cognitive en-
vironments, which, in fact, determine the basis of 
behavior shared by all members of a certain lin-
guacultural community, is a significant barrier to 
achieving equivalence in translation because even if 
people speak the same language, differences in their 
cultural experience lead to a failure in communica-
tion. ” She is logical in her conclusion that the trans-
lators of the new generation are more focused than 
ever on mutual understanding in the field of cultures 
and the effectiveness of cultural dialogue. 

Elements of national culture and cultural expe-
rience can appear in the text at a visible level - as 
specific language and speech patterns (grammati-
cal structures, vocabulary, situational rules for the 
use of language). However, the greatest difficulty 
in translating is caused not by language differences, 
but by those cultural elements, which are above the 
level of elementary language communication. They 
represent an extra-linguistic reality, connected not 
with external manifestations of culture (language, 
gestures, behavior, customs, customs, artifacts), but 
with internal (ideas, beliefs, values) (Timko, 2010).

The work of translation is undertaken by a non-
native speaker who should be fully aware of the fact 
that the writer is intimately familiar not merely with 
the history of his homeland in all its phases but also 
with the emphases and styles that are characteristic 
of  historical writing about his country and its peo-
ples. In his effort to promote a better understanding 
of targeted culture, a primary effort of the translator 
is an attempt to reproduce the wealth of information 
and the detail of ceremony and ritual. 

Dealing with Arabic culture-bound concepts 
and expressions, the translator may ask whether to 
“domesticate” them and include them in the target 

language, or whether to translate them literally, run-
ning the risk of defamiliarizing the text such that 
the target reader might reject it. He can also opt for 
a third possibility, which is to work out a language 
conveying the meaning of the source context, but at 
the same time accessible to the target readers, which 
is the aim of literary translation. Although the trans-
lator can help clarify certain issues to the reader, he 
can never hope “to supply him with all the pre-in-
formation necessary to fully appreciate a translated 
text” (Shamaa 217). Some translators insist that 
the reader has to be cooperative and exert himself 
in constructing meaning and getting familiar with 
a new culture and to catch its “original colour” or 
“flavour”. The translator’s objective is to promote 
a better understanding of cultural heritage. He aims 
to guide and stimulate readers in the discovery of a 
different world and let them make their own inter-
pretation and hopefully appreciate the differences. 

Translation is the decision-making, the choice of 
a word or phrase close to the original, or the creation 
of a version that sounds more natural in the target 
language.

Tony Calderbank, a translator with extensive ex-
perience, says that while working on the translation 
of the book Wolves of the Crescent Moon by Yousef 
Al-Mohimeed, he retained many Arabic names of 
trees growing in the desert, as well as words for 
clothes that have no English equivalent or require a 
description. In such cases, the translation may con-
tain a glossary or footnotes to explain Arabic terms 
(Calderbank, 2018).

Arabic translators often encounter a situation 
where linguistic understanding is not enough; it is 
important to understand and explain why the au-
thor uses a certain word or expression. For exam-
ple, pre-Islamic poetic works, the qaseedas, have a 
meter (rhythm) based on long and short syllables, 
metaphor, alliteration, onomatopoeia and rhyme. 
Each line of the poem ends with the same letter. The 
qaseeda of the poet Imrul Qais is distinguished by 
his special beauty and expressiveness, in which he 
describes his horse as mikarrin mifarrin mudbirin 
muqbilin ma’an (swift wheeling retreating advanc-
ing all together). The rolled Arabic r’s and the n’s 
recreate the sound of hooves on hard ground. He 
completes the description with an image of strength, 
power and movement: kajalmoudi sakhrin hattahu 
s-saylu min ‘ali (like a boulder tossed by the flood 
from on high).( Calderbank, 2018).

Another strategy is to deploy paraphrasing, to 
describe the meaning of the word. First, an idiomat-
ic expression, which has no equivalent expression in 
English, can be rendered through expansion and ad-
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aptation of the meaning. Second, when dealing with 
images and metaphors, which are unfamiliar to Eng-
lish cultural repertoire, a translator tries to find an 
analogous image. Third, when a proverb in Arabic 
does not have any correspondence in English, he can 
simply translate the meaning, or render it literally.

 All the devices described here are usually em-
ployed in an attempt to create an accurate transla-
tion, which could make the text accessible to the 
readers regardless of their cultural background. In 
his efforts to be accurate, the translator puts some 
strategies for the management of “not found” terms 
across languages. However, it is necessary to see 
whether the management of those problems is al-
ways successful. In his attempts to render the target 
text as close as possible to the source text, the trans-
lator may have made misinterpretations, or may 
have failed to find appropriate equivalents. 

The limits of translation may be identified in 
some cases through inconsistency, approximation 
or absence of exact equivalents in translation. The 
translation problems may not be due to a lack of re-
search, but they can be understood or tolerated when 
we consider that dictionaries do not comprehend all 
the meanings of specific words locally defined. In 
the process of translation, some imperfections are 
due to a lack of a local knowledge that is needed in 
bridging the different cultures, a misinterpretation 
of some terms or a simple lack of attention.

On one hand, translation requires an acquain-
tance with traditions. The translator should take into 
consideration the importance of symbolism to intro-
duce it to the foreign reader. On the other hand, there 
are challenging expressions, which require from the 
translator to use once again his dual competencies in 
both the Arabic language and culture. 

The concepts, which are associated with a set 
of cultural knowledge, are difficult to render. The 
translator’s attempts –and difficulty– to find equiv-
alent terms are revealed in the use of inconsistent 
terms to refer to the same concept. As a non-native 
speaker, he is either misled by cognates, or confused 
by the literal meaning of concepts. To avoid these 
problems, the translator should check the meaning 
of those concepts in dictionaries or with the native 
speakers while he works on the source text.

The translated culture-bounds words and ex-
pressions cannot convey the exact intended mean-
ing but represent just an alternative to it. The dif-
ficulties of rendering these terms, lie first in the fact 
that in some cases the translator has not grasped the 
original meaning because the concepts and expres-
sions are deeply rooted in the target culture. Second, 
difficulties arise when there is an absence of exact 

equivalents in the target culture, hence in the target 
language. This means that a translation is at times 
an approximation of an original idea, rather than an 
exact conveyance of it in a new language.

The environment where people live, the insti-
tutions they create, and the beliefs they assume are 
part of their culture. The architectural heritage of hu-
manity is one of the domains in which the richness 
and diversity of cultures is reflected. The language 
of each culture expresses the specificity in this field 
and others. The specificity of a created item or na-
tion brings about a specific lexicon. People create 
things and give names to them. Things and ideas 
are often similar without being totally the same. 
They differ from one culture to another. Often, a 
person’s comprehension of another culture is only 
possible through his or her own culture and imagi-
nation, but one can still aspire to enrich their own 
culture through the cultures of other people. This 
is why translation is necessary, and that is the very 
relevance of language. If what is necessary for this 
minimum comprehension is secured, the translation, 
which is limited in detail, should be undertaken with 
this in mind. 

In several translated literary texts, we can 
identify cases of inaccurate translation of some 
words or expressions, cases of inconsistency, 
cases of approximate translation, cases of impos-
sible translation in which the translator has kept 
the original words and cases related to difference 
in meaning because of difference in culture. The 
problems that can be identified are beyond the 
translator’s competence of the source language. 
They may illustrate general difficulties that trans-
lators face in working on literary texts. These 
difficulties demonstrate why some readers often 
prefer original versions to its translation. There-
fore, a purely accurate and literal translation is 
impossible, but one can assert that an approxima-
tion of the meaning of the original text has been 
objectively achieved. This does not imply that it 
is a betrayal of the original text, but by necessity 
a limited version of the source. 

In his effort to promote a better understanding 
a culture, and his attempt to reproduce the wealth 
of information, the translator may be successful in 
transmitting ideas from one cultural context to an-
other, although the understanding of the meaning of 
a given text and the evaluation of its translation de-
pend to a great extent on intuitive appreciation, and 
on the translator’s strategy in keeping his translation 
very close to the original text targeted to give the 
reader a different flavour of images and manners of 
thinking and expressing, which allow him to suc-
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ceed in penetrating the richness of the text in all its 
levels, from the “local to universal”.

Usually, when it comes to disciplines or sciences 
with specific jargon, neutral and objective descrip-
tions, translation is relatively straightforward, but it 
is less precise with other human disciplines includ-
ing literature. A commentary on a literary text in 
the same language is a kind of translation because 
the problem is the same, explaining to readers what 
the writer means in his text. Understanding is not 
merely perception, it is a comprehensive reception. 
In other words, in the process of translation, the dif-
ferences in languages reflect differences of manners 
of thinking, imagining and expressing. 

It is interesting to note that some researchers, 
including, for example, Abdulrahman M. Khalid 
Bustani, believe that the current system of 
representation of Arabs and their culture in English 
translations of Arabic literary works clearly exists and 
even prevails; a system that emerged long before the 
colonial period and serves the purpose of hegemony. 
Obviously, this point of view largely coincides with 
the pathos of the famous book “Orientalism” by 
Edward Said, who described «the Western attitude 
that views Eastern societies as exotic, primitive, 
and inferior » (Said, 2003). This system, they say, 
implies careful selection of exactly what needs 
to be translated and the use of manipulative and 
domesticated translation strategies. Moreover, these 
scholars believe that such a situation exists even now 
in an era of globalization and open communication 
in the form of preserving stereotypes of Arabs and 
their culture in the minds of Western audiences. 
However, the method of supporting this system has 
changed to meet the requirements of the market that 
is the translation industry delivers what readers want 
to read, what is sold (Bustani, 2014).

Since a literary text is a creative work, a “good” 
translation should reflect the creative dimensions 
of the source text. Yet the creative text is not only 
a matter of language, because language is also 
culture and cultures differ in many aspects: their 
materialistic crafts, their customs and habits, their 
beliefs and values, their ways of living and thinking, 
their style of imagination, even their standards of 
expressing all of these aspects. The differences in 
cultures make drastic limits to the translation of 

literary texts because it submits them necessarily to 
concessions. 

Nevertheless, through translated literary works, 
readers discover that humans have common feelings 
and universal principles and values such as good and 
evil, beauty and ugliness, justice and tyranny, but that 
they live them in specific contexts with references 
to history, to geography and to social imagination. 
Comparative literature shows that all societies know 
the tragic and the comic, but they do not always laugh 
at or cry always at the same things, and they do not 
always acclaim or condemn the same acts.

Conclusion

The entire atmosphere of a novel is composed 
of all the aforementioned aspects. The mission of 
translation is an extension of that of literature, which 
consists in enriching our common sense of human 
identity, by introducing to us a smart or awful image 
of ourselves in the mirror of our diversity. Through 
translation, Americans have access to the poetry 
of Alexandre Pushkin, and Arabs may enjoy the 
drama of Shakespeare or the poetry of Garcia Lorca. 
Although target texts can only be an approximate 
version of the original text, and although there 
are insurmountable limits imposed on literary 
translation, the latter goes on enriching the universal 
culture of the world. 

This paper has highlighted some of the difficulties 
that translators face in their attempts to render a 
culture-bound terms as accurately as possible from its 
source text. The task is very complex, and the limits 
of such work are certainly a challenge as a translator 
tries to be faithful to the source text, to handle cross-
cultural concepts, and to construct a correct version in 
the target language. Keeping the target text as close as 
possible, to its source text may have limitations but it 
also has merits: it serves to communicate and expose 
the readers to a new culture. 

The decision of the translator is determined by a 
pre-selected and justified strategy and depends on the 
place cultural information occupies in the value system, 
presented in the original text. Translation, with all its 
limits, serves to initiate readers into a new world of 
cultural differences and stimulates them to understand 
the differences, and hopefully to appreciate them. 
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